
Category Question:

# of Times 
Question 

was Asked:

Overarching
How is a parent with a child who has an IEP supposed to decide which option to select if the school system hasn't 
provided any guidance as to how they will meet IEP goals in both scenarios?

Overarching If we do distance learning, will the kids be with teachers and students from their home school?

Overarching What is the discipline if a child (elementary school) refuses to wear their mask?

Overarching What does increased in person for special ed mean?

Overarching
What is FCPS doing to ensure special education students are receiving the required assistance as identified in their 
IEPs? Efforts made under the TLP were laughable.

504
How will 504 plans be implemented in both options? Will they be revised to address needs specific to the virtual 
learning environment? 2

Accommodations How will you accomodate students with special needs and an IEP?

Accommodations distancing?

Accommodations
What will happen for kids who struggle to wear a mask or constantly touch their face and need to use chewies/ chewie 
necklaces and fidgets?

Accommodations
 Are there going to be accomodations for ADHD children during the 2020-21 school year, given that they will only at 
best be in school 2x per week?

Accommodations How will you compensate for children who cannot wear masks for disability issues? 3

Accommodations
For students that need frequent movement breaks, how will these be accommodated in the in-school option? Will 
there be recess? Other movement breaks?

Accommodations How will testing accommodations be administered in both settings?

Accommodations For SPED students, what does flexible seating look like?

Accommodations What about the use of weighted lap blankets, chewies and fidgets?

Accommodations
What happens when a student needs to take a break - where is there space in the classroom? what about outside the 
classroom as directed under Responsive Classroom?

Choices and not all?

Communication

Will you plan on communicating teacher expectations with parents? Parents needed to know this past year when the 
deadline was for TLPs and then parents would have been able to communicate with the school when they had not 
heard a word from their special education teachers.

Compensatory 
Services Will Compensatory services be provided to students with IEPs?

Compensatory 
Services How will the need for compensatory services be determined?



Compensatory 
Services

For student with limited IEP time where it is more teaching Gen Ed teachers how to work and support HFA, but 
student must be in school for his IEP goals to be worked on? High School student steictly needs to implememt 
proper/societal social skills. Will they get extra intervention/access ro Gen Ed teachera for all the in person time lost?

DHOH

For those children and adults who are deaf and hard of hearing- they need those around them to wear the masks that 
have the clear center- how will these new supplier you make sure they aren’t excluded in day to day operations at 
school with teachers and peers?

DHOH

Can you please take into account schools that have feeder programs (such as Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program) 
when considering changing bell schedules? These schools already have kids busing in from all over the county and a 
very late bell schedule would be negatively effect these kids’ lives after school. Their commute is already an hour...

Equity

person versus those receiving online learning? In person education the students will be in front of education 
professionals for approximately 7 hours for two days. Online learners will receive per the slides in board docs: Gr 3-6: 
3.5 Hrs/day: teacher-directed instruction (whole group, small group, and individual) & 1 special/day 1 Hr/day: 
specialized instruction (e.g., ESOL, SPED*, interventions) for targeted students 2 Hrs/day: choice activities 
(asynchronous). I am nervous about this idea of grouping students from many different schools into a class for online 
learning and the teacher has zero history on the child as they are not teaching in their home school. This could really 
set my child back academically.

Equity
How do you plan to avoid inequalities among schools regarding synchronized teaching? My kids’ experience differed 
vastly from elementary school to elementary school.

Equity
Huge equity concerns. Some schools could go 4 days / week if half the kids go virtual. WIth each school having 
autonomy, that leads to inequity

Equity
When students are doing self-guided work, they're not being instructed directly. How can they be graded for their 
ability to self-teach, which is what will happen, instead of being graded on their understanding of the material? 

Evaluations

My  child needs teir 3 intervention before the elementary school will agree to test for special ed services. I was told this 
can not happen virtually and will need to be done in person when in person classes resume. What is being done about 
this if I choose the virtual learning option?

Evaluations
My child was in the process of being tested for learning disabilities. She is not entitled to receive any additionalhelp 
because the process was never completed. What do we do next? She needs help

Evaluations How will observations/evaluations take place?

Flexibility
Will special education students be able to change their mode of learning from online only to classroom based via an 
IEP meeting? As IEP goals are met and change, this may require a different modality to be addressed.

Flexibility
If parents opt for virtual or in-person, and situations demand a change (higher/lower Covid cases, parent career 
changes) will families be allowed to make a change at some point in the year? 7

Flexibility
If I sign up for the in-person option, and then my child is assigned to a school that is not my neighborhood school, can 
I change my mind and go to distance only option?

Flexibility
all virtual learning? If we start with in person learning and switch to all virtual, would that mean switching to new 
teachers? 5



Flexibility
If I don’t enroll in virtual learning and come August the # of virus cases is skyrocketing and I’m too afraid to send my 
child to school, what are my options? 3

Flexibility
If my child is ill or contract the virus during the school year and we did not opt for virtual learning, does it become 
available during the quarantine period?

Flexibility Can FCPS legally not allow a student to switch from online learning option to in-person learning mid-year?

Food Allergies
With the need to limit large group activities like the cafeteria, how are food allergy risks being taken into consideration? 
Will entire classrooms or schools become peanut free? 3

General Will there still be a Kindergarten orientation for families that choose the hybrid model?
General - Bell 
Schedule What will the daily "bell" schedule for both scenario 2 and scenario 3? 3

General - Bell 
Schedule

out of school at 5pm and still have time to eat, bathe, play and have family time and still get to bed at a decent time 
(8pm).

General - 
childcare Will there be SACC options for working families? 2
General - choices Can we choose different learning options for different children in the same family?

General - choices
Why does virtual have 3 hours of instructional time per class per week compared to option 2, in school, which has only 
90 minutes of instructional time (i.e. syncronous, face to face) per week?

General - choices
For a high school student enrolled in dual enrollment classes, will the choices presented still apply or will the college 
affiliated with the class (NOVA/JMU) dictate the preferred schedule option?

General - choices
How will it work for the younger children who need more in school time with their teachers. Will there be an option for 3 
days in school for K-3 grades?

General - 
Electives Will electives like band and PE be offered? If yes, will students that are staying online be able to participate? 2

General - 
Electives For high school students, will electives still be offered or will the focus be on core subject classes?

General - 
Electives How do the proposed options address performing arts (band, orchestra, chorus) in the next school year? 4
General - 
Extracurricular Will there be after school clubs, and can a student who selects virtual learning participate in clubs?

General - 
extracurricular How does your school choice effect your ability to participate in extra curricular activities?
General - 
Instruction

and problems with self motivation. My child has 504 not an IEP and we didn’t receive any assistance in the spring to 
help with these issues.

General - 
Instruction Are the 2 online days a week strictly asynchronous or is there some kind of live teacher led instruction?



General - 
Instruction Will children slated to receive AAP services still receive that if they choose online learning? 4

General - 
Instruction What will be done to help the students stay focused and motivated especially during distance learning?

General - 
Instruction Will both options ensure that AP students are properly prepared to take a National AP Exam next spring?

General - 
Instruction Will there be more hands on activities to accommodate those that learn better through that style of learning?

General - 
Instruction How are you dealing with AAP? 5

General - 
Instruction

Given the impacts of increased screen-time on behavior, especially for students that are not neuro-typical will there be 
a push to include a set amount of traditional pen and paper assignments for students utilizing the virtual option?

General - 
Instruction Will small group pullouts take place with the in-person school option? Example: social skills classes

General - 
Instruction Will classes be simulcast, that is, taught by a teacher in person at the same time as online? Why/why not?

General - 
Instruction Will students be required to stay in their seats all day or will they be able to move around and socialize?

General - 
Instruction

In the past, it was difficult to make up HS work missed. What practices will be in place to help students who have to 
miss school due to illness or quarantine if the student has picked Scenario 2?

General - 
Instruction

How will FCPS ensure students have access to reading group books in distance learning? Will they subscribe to a 
service like Epic that has a much better selection of age-approrpriate books than Tumblebooks or MyOn?

General - 
Instruction

Will the online math & reading programs that Dr. Presidio mentioned be available at honors/AP levels or just gen ed 
&/or remedial levels? Will it be available at remedial levels??

General - 
Instruction What kind of executive support and streamlining will be available during the distance learning portion of either option?

General - 
Instruction

Will the online instruction be actually online or will students be told to go to Myon type resources as daily assignment? 
This spring our child's teacher did nothing other than tell them to go to MyOn. We need actual interactive material.

General - 
Instruction How will kindergarten be handled?

General - 
Instruction

What will happen to elementary school language immersion programs-either in person or with the distance learning 
option? 2

General - 
Instruction The presentation states "streamlined curriculum" what does that mean?

General - 
Instruction Will there be different curriculum for in-person and on line learning?



General - 
Instruction How will SOL type tests be administered virtually?

General - 
Instruction

assignments at home? During distance learning this spring, it was hard to do some of the measurement unit with out a 
scale!

General - 
Placement We have to move in August. Is pupil placement an option?

General - 
Placement Will choosing online learning option change positioning in magnet school?

General - 
Placement

Will students be matched randomly with teachers or placed like they would be during a normal year? My child has 
severe anxiety when placed with the wrong style of teacher.

General - 
Placement

What are the criteria for prioritizing in school vs. Virtual classes, in the case of too many students/parents requesting 2 
days in and 2 days virtual?

General - 
Placement

if one school goes 80% virtual and another nearby school goes 20% virtual they could shift kids to neighboring schools 
-- cross pyramid and cross region. My HS teacher friend is upset about all of this.

General - Recess Will elementary students have recess? 2
General - 
Schedule

Can ms/hs course schedules be changed due to the current situation, especially electives that might not translate into 
online courses well?

General - 
Schedule

Will consideration be given for siblings at the same school opting for in-school classes to place them on the same 
schedule?

General - 
Schedule

What will happen if schools are closed and families have chosen in person. Will students receive access to online 
instruction or will it be treated like “snow days”

General - 
Schedule Will high school classes follow a block schedule or will each class meet every day?

General - 
Schedule

If there’s an option to do fully online, will classes that are only at some Brick and mortar schools be offered for anyone 
to take. Ie juniors and seniors, if they qualify can they take any electives or duel enrollment/ AP classes that aren’t at 
their base school normally?

General - 
Schedule

What is the rationale behind only providing 4 days of virtual instruction? School was always 5 days until COVID and 
now 4 days seems to be “full time”?

General - 
Schedule

an extra difficult time keeping up with distance learning since each school had their own methods. Not a complaint, 
BTW!

General - 
Schedule Are office hours part of the required synchronous learning time or will there be more time set aside for them?

General - 
Social/Emotional

classmate because they only met during class. Would there be opportunities for kids online to meet and interact with 
each other without the intervention of an adult (an adult should monitor, but necessarily guide)? For example, VAVA 
has school clubs. 3

Specials Will children attending physical school receive specials (music etc)?



General - specials
Will specials be live during distance learning like they were towards the latter half of distance learning for our school or 
will they just be asynchronous?

General - student 
work load

If work is going to be graded and I need to sit with each of my 3 kids for at least 3 subjects a day, that’s 9 hours. Will 
work be scaled back less google classroom assignments?

General - Virtual What if virtual learning (synchronous/asynchronous) is so challenging to my child that in itself, is cause for failure?

General - Virtual Is the synchronous learning planned for the online option consecutive hours or staggered?

General - Virtual What will the ratio of students to teacher be online? 4

General - Virtual details

General - Virtual For the full virtual option, how long will the daily teacher led sessions be online?

General - Virtual Will student who do the totally online option still be able to participate in the extra curricular activities at the school?

General - Virtual
Is the school board considering already developed and mature curriculum like that offered virtually by K12, Inc.? Why 
reinvent when companies already do this?

General - Virtual Will students meet their teachers physically at any point if the all virtual option is selected?

General - Virtual
What does the online learning look like? Will it be teachers from our specific school and familiar classmates or any 
teacher throughout FCPS? Also, what about class size? As for the in person/school learning 4

General - Virtual
For students who are not engaging well with virtual schools and having working parents how are teachers and staff 
going to helps those students stay engaged with virtual learning or independent learning when they are home?

General - 
Instruction

if we choose full time online, how much actual teacher interaction will there be? Are they sticking with blackboard with 
no improvements or enhancements? Will some teachers use Google Classroom and various tools like we saw this 
spring, but some will not, with no consistency in skill level and best practices/expectations across teachers and grade 
levels? If we do choose to send them 2 days, what will asynchronous learning look like the 3 days we’re at home? How 
can teachers get through a whole year of curriculum if they only teach 2 days a week and the rest of the days the kids 
are home on their own, presumably not learning any new material? What kind of resources and guidance will parents 
have on the 3 days a week we are on our own trying to keep the learning going? Will siblings go to school the same 
days? Are there going to be specials? Will lunch be at desks? Will there be any recess? Will AAP be offered in both 
options?

Health & Safety

the 5th and 6th grade wing consists of 10 classrooms that all have one shared bathroom each for boys and girls. The 
bathrooms are equipped with 1 air dryer for hands. They also have a paper towel dispenser but they are not equipped 
with paper towels.

Health & Safety

How will recess look for students? My child on the spectrum is concerned about use of the playground equipment and 
being able to play with friends. Will masks be required for Recess? How will they handle hand washing when returning 
back into the building. Are portable hand washing stations being purchased?

Health & Safety

How are non-sick visits to the clinic going to be handled? A child with diabetes is often directed to the clinic during the 
day depending on their numbers. I do not think a child should be exposed to Covid 19 if they need day visits to the 
clinic for non sick visits or prescription medication delivery. The clinic aide is the only medical interventionist in the 
building and she is managing both sick and well students. Given the space parameters, it is not possible for her to 
keep a 6 foot distance from students or for students to maintain a 6 ft distance while in that tiny room. How is medicine 
distribution going to be conducted especially if the child has an IEP?



Health & Safety

During music the kids often share instruments or have to play their own recorder which are kept in bins. How are 
specials going to be changing to adapt for social distancing but also to keep our students safe, especially those with 
Autism who may have less impulse control? The same can be asked of PE. Will students be required to wear masks 
during activities in PE? It has been documented that during exercise people emit more into the air while breathing.

Health & Safety
the lack of physical desks being addressed? Who will be responsible for ensuring that the desks will be sanitized 
before students use?

Health & Safety
Will masks be required for “everyone at all times”? Will masks be required for students with sensory issues or who are 
developmentally unable to wear a mask (e.g. preschoolers)? 6

Health & Safety

One of the main focuses of Kindergarten is socialization for the kids and learning to share and play together. What 
does social distancing look like in the Kindergarten rooms for hybrid kids) and how will socialization and life skills be 
taught of kids aren’t allowed to play and be together?

Health & Safety

support (toileting, freeding, pushing of wheelchair)? Prior to COVID, a physically disabled student in a gened 
environment might be "handled" by half a dozen people a day. Will this still be the case? What procedures will be in 
place?

Health & Safety Please clarify any trigger or triggers for returning classrooms and schools to full capacity.

Health & Safety
What is the criteria for determining if a school or class needs to shut down and quarantine? How will schools be able 
to react quickly if there is a suspected case? 4

Health & Safety

Why is the proposed scheduling not prioritizing minimizing mixing germs? If kids are in two groups to limit the spread 
of a deadly virus, the optimal way to schedule this would be Group A Monday and Tuesday, staff-only on Wednesdays 
while buildings are deep-cleaned, then Group B on Thursday and Friday. Why would you alternate days?!

Health & Safety How will the need for extra breaks for movements or to regroup be managed in social distancing settings? 2

Health & Safety days home?

Health & Safety Will there be assistance for children that struggle to put on their own mask?

Health & Safety
Our rising second grader is supposed to start the Enhance Autism program next school year. My understanding is that 
they work in group of 2 or 3 students with an adult. How would this be affected by the social distancing rules?

Health & Safety Will special ed teachers and aides be wearing PPE at all times around students?

Health & Safety
How does the school plan to enforce social distancing at the elementary school level? Will there be punishment? 
Suspensions? This will create a larger divide between the general education and special education population. 2

Health & Safety
How does the district intend to curb bullying relating to pandemic issues such as not wearing a mask or accidentally 
getting to close?

Health & Safety
be helped with toileting such as wiping or will they be forced to sit unclean for the entire school day because it breaks 
social distancing?

Health & Safety

considering reopening with that same restriction/ room or assembled area. What does FCPS and the County Dept of 
Health believe the practical difference is between classrooms of 12 and classrooms of 25 in mitigating the spread of 
COVID?

Health & Safety What will be the procedure for children coming into school in regards to wearing masks or washing hands?



Health & Safety are notified?

Health & Safety How will the situation change if a vaccine is introduced or other positive developments occur?

Health & Safety
what happens when the kids who are going in-person get sick, with anything? Like if they have a fever for any reason 
does that mean COVID test? Isolate for 14 days?

Health & Safety
What will school look like in the fall for  a child with a physical disability that requires heavy assistance (feeding, 
toileting, wheelchair transfers, etc.)?

Health & Safety
IF the school is not able to source PPE or runs out of PPE for staff, will special ed classes be cancelled or will staff 
have to buy their own or go without? (For high contact classes like preschool, ID, IDS, etc.)?

Health & Safety How will you keep students and teachers safe if my child will not wear a mask?

Health & Safety How will you keep my child or others safe if my child tears off a teachers mask or another students.

Health & Safety What does the nursing staff look like in each school building?

Health & Safety How will students who receive mid-day medications be handled under these conditions?

Health & Safety How will a mask policy be enforced, without punishing students or denying access to FAPE for noncompliance? 2

Health & Safety
How are you going to make sure families have access to things like thermometers for taking temps before sending 
kids to school? Will bus drivers also be checking students before they get on the bus?

Home support
How will kids who absolutely refuse to do any type of asynchronous work be supported in order to actually do any of 
the required work?

Home support How will the kids who struggle to focus in synchronous learning and do the requested task be supported?

Home Support children?

Home Support
What will be put in place to help students with the transition into the new school reality and particularly with the 
transitions between in person and virtual learning?

Home support How will children doing distance learning be supported w special needs

Home Support
parents be supported so as to ensure the children get all their learning while the parents also can fulfill their own 
required work? 2

Home Support
as parents help appeal to others (ie employers who need to grant flexibility to parents) so that we can maintain safe at-
home options?

Home Support
Will Fairfax County School District provide para-educators to come into the home to provide one on one instruction for 
special need students (students that are normally in a self-contained classroom)?

Home Support
and returning to schools during a pandemic puts your family (with two family members in the high risk category) at too 
great of a risk?

Home Support The presentation mentions training parents of SPED students. How and when will this happen?

Home support

In "Elements Present in all Plans" you mention how SPED services might like for children who need it, what happens if 
the child caregiver cannot be at home constantly/ or if the child learns better from someone else. Does the system 
have another way to provide services?

Homebound Will home bound services/consultation be available to students with IEPs? If so, how can students access this? 2



IEP - 
Implementation

How will special education services be provided during distance learning--more robust than this spring? Will there be 
one-on-one and group sessions like were offered to us for some services this spring? 2

IEP - 
Implementation

For a kindergarten student with an IEP that calls for 1/3 in class support and 1/3 pull out support, how will this work for 
the in-school option?

IEP - 
Implementation Will special education services still be delivered through the elementary school online only option?

IEP 
Implementation

If a parent selects online learning for medical reasons how will this allow the school to fully execute their IEP. Are TLP 
(Temporary Learning Plans) being discussed for the school year? For the 4th quarter, my child received 3 - 15 minute 
sessions for speech therapy and they all happened within a 2 week period at the end of May and beginning of June.My 
child received 2 phone calls a week with a special education assistant to check in on how my child was doing. Those 
were the only services during this past quarter. Normally my child receives weekly speech services per week, 
occupational therapy, social skills and a pull out for help with Math and writing as well as in classroom support during 
the entire school day as my child receives full special ed support during the day per the IEP.

IEP 
Implementation

My child receives 14 hours of services in a gen ed setting and 1 hour in a sped setting per week. How will my child 
receive that many hours when my child is only in school 2 days a week?

IEP 
Implementation What will happen to the special needs kids who aren’t successful online but need more support than just 2 days?

IEP 
Implementation Can they guarantee that my child will be taught by a licensed teacher in the correct subject?

IEP 
Implementation

If my child is supposed to get full time special education services while being mainstreamed will my child also get full 
time special education during both in person and virtual learning?

IEP 
Implementation

available for online learning. Will we have opportunities to meet with IEP teams to update IEP’s for new learning 
approaches?

IEP 
Implementation

As part of my child's IEP, our early elementary school age child is supposed to join the general classroom (from the 
Enhance Autism room) for about 7.5 hours a week (1.5 hours a day). Would that still happen, and if so, how it works 
with each option (in-person and online only options)?

IEP 
Implementation

Our child’s IEP includes working on social skills and anxiety by interacting with other students. What are opportunities 
for social interaction with this COVID situation both for the in- person and online options? 3

IEP 
Implementation

My rising 6th grader has an IEP for dyslexia. What will my child be offered help with us choosing virtual learning? How 
will the county help my child catch up on her reading levels?

IEP 
Implementation

For my other child who has an IEP can I get it changed that this child is required to get services in home if the child is 
full time virtual and is not getting it at school?

IEP 
Implementation What are FCPS’ plans to honor and implement IEP plans for both in-person and virtual options? 5

IEP 
Implementation

How do teachers plan to accurately assess progress on IEP goals if special needs students are only attending 2 days 
a week??



IEP 
Implementation Will IEPs be rewritten to indicate and accomodate an online or in person model?

IEP 
Implementation Can you please share more specifics regarding how IEP goals will be implemented with the two options proposed? I

Mental Health

Have you asked e health department to provide a risk assessment for mental health and other related issues for not 
opening schools to in person instruction so this health risk is included? My child's mental health and related behavior 
issues have severely escalated without support from ABA from school.

Mental Health

nurses,. Been hearing about the PPE for teachers in Special Education Classrooms are being outfitted with similar 
PPE. Concerned about if our child will become afraid of my child's teacher like similar to their fear of Doctors and 
Nurses.

Placement
we select in-person? Having my elementary schooler placed at some random school based on numbers is 
unacceptable

Placement
and 504s in the same class. If a class only has 10 general ed kids and 6 of them have IEPs you are creating self 
contained special ed classes.

Preschool
Since Preschool Autism Classes (PAC) are already very small, will PAC classes be meeting a fuller schedule such as 
4 days a week or their previous 3 full and 2 half days?

Preschool
online. Is any consideration being given to the fact that 4 year olds (especially with special needs) can’t sit still that 
long?

Preschool Will PAC be offered 100% online and if so, what will that schedule look like?

Preschool What are the plans for Early Childhood Special Education? Class-based, PAC, AND resource?

Preschool
Since students missed more than one quarter of instruction, will fcps consider allowing PAC parents to retain students 
a year after they turn 5 to compenste for the lost instruction?

Related Services

Will synchronous/live/face to face 1:1 (student:therapist), weekly Speech Therapy be accessible to all students (with 
an IEP specifying such) who elect on line learning in 2020/2021, and HOW? Biweekly-monthly printable handouts and 
one faceless call per month are woefully inadequate. Will these be virtual or in-person or consult only like the spring? If 
these hourse are to be done in person, will transportation be provided? 9

Related Services
however as the governors Phase 1 guidelines allow for this will you start offering these services during ESY to comply 
with IIEPs?

Related Services Will special education service providers (Speech, OT, etc...) be at school on all days?

Related Services Will pull-out services take more time out from in-person learning?

Related Services

school year. To expect parents to conduct the learning exercises is not acceptable. We are not licensed speech 
therapists or pathologists. Our children deserved better. How will this be addressed in a virtual environment for the 
2020-2021 school year?

Social/Emotional how will social/emotional learning be implemented online?

Staff
Will FCPS establish a COVID sick bank for teachers who are denied 💯% virtual employment or will we have to 
deplete our own leave?



Staff
If staff have personal medical issues or someone in their family has medical issues will we have to disclose this 
information in order to be guaranteed virtual teaching? Seems like a giant HIPPA violation 2

Staff What will Mondays look like? Will Virtual teachers have to report to school?

Staff Will Virtual teachers still work with the in-person teachers?

Staff What if more teachers want to teach virtually then space allows?

Staff
How do we support our colleagues who live in a different district and won’t have details on the return to school for their 
children util AFTER the FCPS date for resignation without prejudice?

Staff support?

Staff
school to which they are assigned going to be able to attend all local screening meetings if only Friday is available for 
meetings?

Staff What do teachers do with their own kids if they are in the building teaching?

Staff isolate?

Staff What’s the plan if there is a mass exodus of teachers?

Staff
Is their hazard pay for Cat-B teachers, those that are trained for diabetes, epilepsy, MANDT or PCM, etc? Staff that 
must come into close contact with students.

Staff Will studenta have inclusion? Will sped staff be in Gen Ed rooms per the IEP dor SPED support?

Staff Will elementary Sped teachera get more than 3 hours of planning time?

Staff When will SPED Teaxhers do KTEA testing? What do we do with other students in our room??

Staff
How should we teach Students infyll time,self contained, Non-Cat on full Gen Ed curriculum while also teaching 
structured reading programs for students years behind when the IA is supporting students in Gen Ed??

Staff If I am moved to another school, will my position at my current schoool be protected for when this is over?

Staff

What proactive strategies regarding planning and logistics for your special education teaching staff are you putting in 
place? We support inclusion, IEP goals large and small group lessons amd it is looking like you want people to provide 
instruction with fidelity with extremely little.planning time.and regard for.teacher well being. As teachers we want to 
provide the best instruction possible but its appearing like no one is concerned with the actual well being of staff.

Staff What will happen if there are not enough substitutes?

Staff How is the return to school for the fall going to work for IA's working in preschool special education?

Staff
Will there be coverage provided for special education teachers who will have to complete the prior years special 
education evaluations while we figure out how to teach two different groups every other day?

Staff Will there be an IA online in the classes?

Staff Will there be an IA in the in-person classes?
Supplemental 
Hours Will my child, who has an IEP, go to school on Monday for the intervention day?

Supplemental 
Hours

While virtual education is not optimal, my SPED child is not capable of self study or independent work two days per 
week. Will alternative attendance options be available for kids with disabilities?



Supplemental 
Hours

person more than two days a week, even if students who do not receive special education services attend on only two 
days each week?

Supplemental 
Hours

Will you provide for 5 day in person instruction for students at public day school who have such severe educational 
needs they cannot be serviced online? Current class sizes and bus sizes are already in compliance with Phase one 
opening since the average class is 3-4 students with 3 adults.

Supplemental 
Hours

Would supplementary hours for special ed students be for EVERY child with IEP? If not, how will these decisions be 
made?

Supplemental 
Hours Will FCPS provide busing for special ed students for the supplementary instruction days?

Supplemental 
Hours

There was part of the presentation that indicated "increased synchronous instruction" for special education students--
what does that mean? More than the 2.5-3.5 hours than is scheduled for elementary school students?

Supplemental 
Hours will the special ed students be able to attend more than two days a week. It wasn’t very clear.

Supplemental 
hours Will students with IEPs that choose the 4 virtual days option be eligible for in person interventions on Mondays?

Supplemental 
hours Is increased synchronous instruction for SPED students only for those with "pull out" hours? or all hours?
Technology Will asynchronous learning in option 2 use a learning management system?

Technology Will FCPS still be using Blackboard Collaborate Ultra?

Technology
The plan says to provide laptop to all students. If our family purchased laptops during the 19-20 distance learning, will 
we be able to waive the laptop and fee?

Technology What platform is being used? Will it be the same for those who are in-person and those who are on-line learning?

Technology Will there be an introduction on how to use the new platform with the students?

Title One Will Title 1 class size limits be adhered to when creating distance learning classes?

TLPs

If we chose the virtual route for the following school year do we need to worry about the TLP (Temporary Learning 
Plans) that were put into practice during the 4th quarter of this past school year. 2) Has anyone been able to figure out 
how FCPS will be able to meet IEP accommodations with virtual learning for the Fall?

TLPs Will parents be asked to consent to Temporary Learning Plans for the 2020-2021 school year?
Transportation What will you do to strengthen Safe Routes to School if school reopens?

Transportation
How are the parents supposed to navigate between having their child on the school bus to help build in the skills to 
safely ride the bus while expecting parents to avoid the school bus as much as possible?

Transportation child

Transportation Someone mentioned there will be no buses next year. Even for in-school option. Is this correct?

Twice Exceptional
How will you provide support to 2e high school students who don’t do well with asynchronous or distance learning? Q4 
was an unmitigated disaster for my child.



Twice Exceptional
How will the needs of 2e students be handled in an in-person environment? Example: Child in level 4 AAP, yet also 
with a robust IEP.

Twice Exceptional Have 2E students been considered in the planning? 2
Virtual Will there be. 100% virtual option for IEP students and will that include one on one teacher interaction?

Virtual
Our child’s IEP includes working on social skills and anxiety by interacting with other students. If we opt for the online 
option, how will this be address?

Virtual

What format will be used for those who opt for the 100% virtual option? We have done FCPS distance learning, 
Keystone, and Fcps online campus for my oldest and none provided sufficient Special Ed support. We need an option 
where the format has clear directions, parents and case managers can assist, and teachers can differentiate based on 
student need. There are some online options like Landmark college dual enrollment that are based on Universal 
Design for Learning that FCPS needs to offer as options.

Virtual
What online platform will be used for 100% distance learninig model? Will SpEd services and support be built in to 
those programs? How will an independent vendor work with IEP team and address IEP goals? 2


